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Ã¢â‚¬Å“The Discovery of the TitanicÃ¢â‚¬Â• is the compelling, firsthand account of Dr.

BallardÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s twelve-year quest to find the sunken liner.Ã‚Â  With the help of dozens of

never-before-seen photographs, rare archival pictures, charts, paintings and a 25-inch

Ã¢â‚¬Å“photo-mosaicÃ¢â‚¬Â• of the ship, Dr. Ballard recounts the TitanicÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s fateful last

night and describes the moment-by-moment drama of the expeditions that found and explored

her.Ã‚Â  For the first time, the exact location of the Titanic is revealed and, finally, many of the

mysteries that have surrounded her tragic fate are laid to rest.Ã‚Â  Here is the fascinating

concluding chapter to a story that has captured imaginations for almost a century, the dramatic

account of the most exciting underwater discovery of our time. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.
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In September 1985 Ballard and a Franco-American expedition discovered the wreck of the Titanic .

Ballard used a specially designed remote imaging system to locate and photograph the wreck and

then returned the following year to further survey and photograph the site in a three-person

submarine. This pictorial record of his expedition is filled with good quality color and black-and-white

pictures. Wherever possible he compares the modern-day pictures to original ones of the Titanic .

After briefly discussing other attempts to find the Titanic , he gives a solid account of the sinking,

then details the events that led to the ship's discovery. Highly recommended for libraries with an



interest in the Titanic. John Kenny, San Francisco Public LibraryCopyright 1988 Reed Business

Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

A great cindition to the book! I cannot imagine why a Robert Ballard book will be as cheap as few

dollars. I payed 5 times more for shipping it than the price of the book. Yet, I always prefer Robert's

version of the story on Titanic. He was the discovered. He comes here for the first time EVER to

dispute the fact Titanic sank in one piece. Of course, that theory was assumed before but not by

many. Eye witnesses, many of them, couldn't see the ship going underwater as they rowed away

because it was a dreadful scenerio...This documentation of Robert B. is very detailed and a bit

sophisticated so you get a LOT more for the price you pay. It is NOT a book you put on the book

shelf without looking at it again.I highly recommend the book simply because after 1912, this was

the only REAL Authentic record of what really happened Down there. You Guess it - he saw the

ship first, before others did right after. Saying it as it was. Lying, waiting to be discovered and shake

up Our world :).A must read book for any genuine Titanic buff!

This book on the Titanic. And it' unfortunete end are covered very well by Dr. Ballard of Woods Hole

Institue. Thye man who origanally found the Titanic 3 miles down on the North Atlanic Sea Bed. Dr.

Ballatd discusses the ships construction. And ends his book with his discovery of the Wreck. Full of

photos and footnotes. This is a fine book. For a True investigation into her sinking.It doesnt read like

a dull matter of Fact book. But comes off like Dr, Ballard is actually with you as you both explore the

Wreck for the first time.Hardbound edition with dust coverBought here on .com Where the Whole

World, shops for value.

A must have for any Titanic fan! What better way to learn about the discovery than from the

discoverer himself. Highly recommend.

A thorough and intimate account of the sinking and discovery of the Titanic. A very enjoyable read! I

had lost my original copy of the book and purchased it again because it has a necessary place in

my library.

Amazing book. This was something my son asked for and I'm getting as much enjoyment out of it.

The pictures alone are absolutely amazing.



Absolutely gorgeous pictures, interesting text and more information for anyone interested in learning

more about the Titanic. A must-have book for the Titanic Fanatic!

Dr. Ballard is an amazing scientist. I'm sure all of his books are worth the read.

This is too much good material crammed into a small, thick book. Lots of text and some color photos

that are, in my opinion, wasted in such a small book. I ordered it in paperback and the pages began

coming out of the binding as soon as I opened it.
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